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We all spend countless hours in front of our main system. It's always a bit of a song and dance to turn on each

device, let it warm up for a few minutes, wait for the click of relays that tell us it's ready to play. We press buttons,

turn controls and feel like lord of the manor. It's a kind of nobility, a serious endeavor which each committed

audiophile holds onto like a shared if perhaps endangered heritage. I like to imagine my European, Asian or

American colleagues bending to this very same ritual whilst launching their systems – the necessary preliminaries

which are part of the pleasure we derive from this hobby. To be sure, this goes against any form of immediate music

consumption and is usually reserved for one room in the house.

Yet the pretence to settle down in front of my main system and fire up all these devices clashes with modern reality.

"Not the right time" or "not the right place" are excuses which come up often. I would really like to have the peace and

stimulation of music at my workstation or in my room and choose the type of music according to my momentary fancy.

Though there are many small portable systems like the B&W Zeppelin, B&O Beoplay, JBL and others, none of these

'soundbars' manage to woo me except provide some background noise. As soon as I apply expectations, these

solutions don't meet them. But I admit that they're extremely practical. To try the Sonos system for example is to

experience a model of network integration which is very effective. Alas, the sound quality is far from what I look for.

Since the Sound Blaster of my youth, my requirements have become more sophisticated although I remember

the ghetto blasters then being better than the current proposals now.
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It should be noted that the next generation of music lovers are content with minimalist systems. They do not have the

desire, space or expertise to stack boxes and link them up ideally. In this context, our audiophile companionship has

little attraction when these users expect something else altogether. There are but a few companies serving this niche

market. The generic soundbar genre isn't it. Instead we look at Devialet's Phantom, Naim's Mu-So, Focal's XS and

perhaps certain makers of active speakers like Kii Audio. That last one proved to be a very good contender and

does bridge the gap between ambitious sound quality and minimalist ease of use. But a €12'000 budget probably

doesn't aim at the same audience.

If you read French to have followed our Audiophile Magazine Munich HighEnd 2018 show report, you know that Joël

Chevassus and I came across the demonstration of a tiny system called the Soundgil Cube. One of the convention

center's atrium rooms mainly reserved for the Atohm brand played a set whilst another demonstrator system was off

just then. Chance or instinct often lead to beautiful discoveries. Yet it wasn't the appearance of this minimalist set

which caught our attention but the sound that intrigued and quickly seduced us. Being familiar with the ground-floor

sound cubicles of the event, they aren't all that easy to get good sound from.
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Here the setup was reduced to its simplest expression. The cubes were on a display stand, a USB drive stuck to the

back of the central unit and that was it. Yet there was something inexplicable which had the sound capture us. We

moved closer and heard qualities not found in some larger more ambitious systems in rooms previously visited. It was

a very detailed direct sound which created a bubble that made it very easy to be immersed in. We just had to look

more closely. What was it?
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(https://www.esprit-audio.fr/en/)

Soundgil was born from the

vision of founder Mark

Chang, long-time audiophile

and Chinese entrepreneur. He

wanted to share his passion for

music with a new generation of

enthusiasts. For this he

imagined a system easy to use,

with a modern attractive look

and capable of such sound that

it would earn high-end category

membership without hesitation.

He imagined it as a first step

toward or exposure to high-end

audio. The ambition of the Cube

then is to be the entry ticket into

our world, for a young

generation keen on modern

technology but without the

expertise to assemble a

traditional hifi system.

Mark's own standards are

informed by an MBL Extreme

system with huge woofer towers.

His passion for high-end hifi,

particularly MBL and its network, introduced him to audio engineer Peter Pu (MBL, Onix) and Korean designer J.K. Kim who also

specializes in audio systems. They became the two main engineers in charge of realizing Marc's Cube concept. The system

underwent many prototypes and the motherboard in the central unit was developed in competition between two companies whereby

an American firm won the contract. The choice of coupling between motherboard and amplifiers, the enclosures and custom drivers

each were the focus of undivided attention. That's the genius of the Cube. The implementation is down to precision expertise. Marc

supervised the project to align it with his vision and ears

Visually we're talking 4 x 11.6cm³ aluminium cubes with a small 7cm/3" widebander in each. Two cubes containing also the active

electronics are welded together, two speaker satellites connect by black umbilicals. Two cable pairs are included, one short if the

cubes get stacked, one long to separate the satellites at a max 90cm which is considered their ideal setup. Inside each cube hides

another moulded very rigid sealed aluminium chamber to contain the drive unit for a squared or cube-within-a-cube affair which is

stuffed to the max with very compact synthetic wool. The central double cube houses two drivers identical to those of the satellites

and a very compact electronic card with the receivers and amplifiers. An external power supply feeds the central module. The

system delivers 30 watts RMS to each of its four drivers in nominal mode, 50w/4Ω max. This is class D power with 0.03%

THD/1w/1kHz and 90dB S/NR for the digital inputs, with IMD at -100dB.
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The concept is tri- rather than stereophonic, with filtering to the 'centre channel' and satellites. Although the secret remains secret, I

think that the DSP does a little more to generate a quasi center channel from some form of cross feed since the image stability is

indeed curious for basic stereo. But the cook in the DSP kitchen remains mum though Mark Chang did confirm that my thinking

included a morsel of truth.
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To experience the appeal of an alternate setup, Joël and I attended another Munich demo where Swiss Illusonic processors

mapped their own center channel plus compensated for room acoustics. This became a very convincing demo with gains in image

density and general dynamics. We moved about the room without a collapse of the soundstage or any of the usual phase shift

which undermines tonality. But even without engaging the Swiss processors, the basic soundgil Cube benefits from unusual image

stability and sheer size of sonic bubble which emanates from these tiny bricks. Even off-axis the image remains surprisingly stable

and the center doesn't move. There was no blurring which we encountered with several systems that meant to pretend they were

bigger than they really were. With soundgil we finally do have a system which, though its sound remains relatively compact,

completely obliterates any soundbars I'm familiar with especially on depth and height of staging.
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The risk with small systems is always that we want them to play louder than physical limits allow. With amplified subwoofers, the

subterfuge might end up with a tonal imbalance impossible to correct with placement. But none of that factored here and I was

especially struck by the set's tonal accuracy. On this count engineer Peter Pu's sound steering was particularly successful. The

soundgil iOS/Android app allows you to adjust the bass level in +1 and +2 boost modes which might be interesting for a small party

but I mostly remained in the neutral '0' zone. Similarly, DSP can subtly correct the stereo image depending on setup within your

room. After many experiments, I stuck to the neutral setting. The app can access songs on your phone. Further developments on

this score are in progress and should add more features over the coming months.

The Cube system can receive 4 types of signals. It is Bluetooth V4.2 compatible with V4.1BLE/ V4.1/ V4.0/ V3.0/ V2.1 + VDR

versions. That supports pause, next track, previous track and volume control with the native but also 3 -party apps. Therefore

skipping tracks or play/pause when streaming Qobuz off my iPhone were perfectly handled from the Cube remote. The system

supports hands-free phone mode which can be fun but also irritating when your message alerts mix with the music. Bluetooth

supports 24bit/48kHz signal up to 10 metres but in practice, 6 metres off a phone is most stable. The second input is wired as

S/PDIF over a 3-in-1 hybrid 3.5mm jack which adds Toslink up to 24bit/192kHz plus stereo analog. The last input is a USB thumb

drive receiver which supports MP3/ WMA/ APE/ WAV/ FLAC up to 24/48 and 64GB storage max.
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"Your first step to the

high end" they call it.

This is

probably soundgil's

loudest claim; to

convince committed

audiophiles that their

small system will satisfy

whilst inviting a new

generation into the

church. Not belonging to

this second half of the

target audience, my

opinion will by necessity

be shaped by the first.

Here it is important to

set up expectation

parameters.

The soundgil Cube isn't

a soundbar you can put

just anywhere like a

room corner or at the

edge of your bath tub.

The Cube won't fill large

spaces or entertain a

pool party like a single

Devialet Phantom.

Whilst the latter is in the

same price range and disperses a lot of energy, it cannot recreate a true 3D soundstage like the Cube. Yet the Cube isn't

really a nearfield monitor. I think its ideal listening distance is at 1.5-2m. Your work desk could put it just a bit too close.

The ideal situation for the Cube is thus a room of up to 20m² like a bedroom, office or dining room. Think a console at the

foot of a bed, a shelf in your office or kitchen. Like any high-end system, care of placement is important. It will of course

play anywhere simply placed on its tiny soft pads. But to harness its full potential requires a little more effort.

My shipment included small carbon support cylinders terminated in fine velvet. During our first Munich encounter, they'd

used plastic cylinders but we thought that the system played more expressive placed directly on the painted wooden stand.

At home, I just had to roll various media.

My desk is of rather light wood and the provided decoupling couldn't eliminate certain resonances. So I took out marble

slabs for significant gains in clarity, impact and speed particularly obvious on piano pieces. On a low-resonance medium

like plywood, the decoupling was more effective. A thin felt layer didn't work.

My best results came from the cylindrical supports provided but arranged not upright but on the side. Three per unit were

oriented like a 3-pointed star for smallest contact patches yet the Cube wasn't likely to roll. This raised up the boxes by

4cm but I found the tonal balance very good. The masking of the upper bass vanished and the low band differentiated

(https://6moons.com)
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4cm but I found the tonal balance very good. The masking of the upper bass vanished and the low band differentiated

much better.
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The placement of the satellites is important and here I felt that DSP did more than just manage active filtering between

central and lateral units. In the nearfield of 80-100cm which I don't really advise, I heard certain phase shifts depending on

position. My first intention was to arrange them in a semi circle equidistant to my head. But this destabilized the soundstage

and decalibrated the tonal balance in favour of the treble. Placing all three units in line fixed that to underline the very great

likelihood that that's how indeed they were designed to work. In a pinch you can cross the satellite axes for a little more

definition. But it is impossible to eliminate or hide the center unit without undermining the strength of this concept. This is

not a classic 2.1 system like a Bose acoustimass whose sub could be hidden. This is a quasi 3-channel system from a

stereo source with complex optimized filtering which targets a very specific layout.
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I operated the soundgil Cube mainly with Bluetooth and USB. My first USB trials ended in semi failure. PCM worked well but

not high-resolution files and compared to Bluetooth, the sound felt dull, flat, lifeless and shy on sculpted relief. Bluetooth

was the complete opposite, shining with a collection of qualities often hard or impossible to find in small or medium systems.

First off, the soundstage had true depth and height without flattening virtual images into shadow-play characters. The

quality of tone stood a cut above with rich colours and distinctive instrumental timbres to suggest that the resolution and

transparency of this tiny system were quite excellent. The sense of rhythm and flow between leisure and rapid acceleration

gave complex music unusual energy. Microdynamic gradations were excellent, macrodynamic good but obviously limited by

overall power. Finally, the sense of direct contact with musical reality was very high if naturally miniaturized.
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I then had even better

sound with a high-speed

140Mbit/s Sandisk Ultra-Fit

USB drive. The soundgil

app displayed the thumb

drive's contents and

enabled navigation and

volume control. What the

app doesn't yet do you can

already do with the remote.

Not owning a DAP with

S/PDIF output, I couldn't

check on high-resolution

files via that path

but assume that some

gains could still be found

there. Another experiment I

made was swap out the supplied SMPS for a regulated 24V/3A linear power supply. Here I wouldn't exaggerate to call the stock

power supply bad since most my auditions were made with it. But the linear power supply did bring further refinement and

quieter backgrounds. Especially treble extension opened up to show crystalline clarity and even tiny variations in an uncanny

manner. Because of that, the soundstage also seemed wider and deeper to, on some recordings, create a sensory disconnect

between the physically small footprint and very big sound bubble. But I didn't notice any changes in dynamics which for a small

system already were very good. A generic PSU as I used will set you back €130 and in my opinion raises the bar.

Streaming the J.S. Bach Goldberg Variations with Diego Ares on Harmonia Mundi, I felt immediately seduced by his

interpretation on the harpsichord of a work at once known yet which remains imbued by mystery so that each time I have the

impression of hearing it for the first time. The tiny rhythmic variations that make up the character of this version are as much

gifts to the audience as they are traps for any system charged to reproduce them. Yet the Cube did it with ease and the tone

density on the harpsichord was unusual. The speed of string transients, the vibrations of the instrument's sound body, the tiny

noises of the player… nothing was amiss. The atmosphere of the venue where the sound was recorded was transcribed even

if some fine details were forgotten. Timbre was superb and I quickly forgot to judge tone to instead enter into the lively and

surprising interpretation and feel renewed by it. I nursed zero frustration and that was the main thing.
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Soul Eyes by Candace Springs as the new darling of Blue Note streamed in via Qobuz with controlled freshness. I could sense

the varying mixing console decisions and microphone choices from one track to the next. The voice was well poised and

reassuringly in the centre. It never turned too hot despite a mic position which I think was very close to her. Sibilants were

respected without special emphasis. The singer's lungs seemed endless. The instruments were

superimposed from a different mix but all correctly separated. Finally, on the title track the tonal

balance respected the bias of heat and proximity without turning coarse. It is on points like these

that I knew the tonal balance with the Cube to be really good.

Catrin Finch and Seckou Keita via USB drive are a piece I regularly use

because it is very difficult to convey the dynamic gradations so

essential to understand it. The speed of the African kora and the power

of the concert harp with its range extended toward the grave had the

Cube manage to unravel the string friction and colour of each instrument. The low bass of the harp

didn't suffer untoward blur hence never obscured the kora – quite the achievement for such a small

system. The final track which builds gradually came off perfectly. Playing from the thumb drive was

noticeably cleaner than streaming from Qobuz.

Streaming Anna Calvi's Live at the meltdown, the album cover depicts singer and electric guitar at

the center of the stage surrounded by a dozen choir singers. The visual effect is Rock'nRoll disruption at church and the music

follows suit. It was amazing how the system conveyed all that. It scaled down of course but the intentions of the singer were

there, with powerful overdrive guitar riffs and raw voice the main gems surrounded by smaller diamonds. The concert hall size

depicted very well with lots of decays and reverberations. The rendition of depth and singer placement were very solid like a

puppet theatre that played big sound.
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Confession alert: over the past few months, I definitely listened to more music over this system than my main system

especially after moving house and packing up the big rig. The soundgil was first to follow me into my new home and I

only wish that they had a transport bag or attaché case to carry it with me on future holidays or travels. That's how

much I like this little system.

Parallels with the bonsai culture of Japan or the Penjing of

China as the art of miniaturizing trees come to mind. The

difference between these two arts is that the Chinese Penjing is

more often representative of a complex landscape. And that's

what today was all on about – the recreation of a busy

soundstage in miniature. When we listen more closely, we don't

sense any limitations on color or detail and the art of reduction

does not tire because surprisingly, the proportions are

preserved and the inherent structural logic of the scene remains intact. Just as you might

not tire of your miniature trees, so the soundgil Cube won't wear out its welcome with its art of seduction.

As a first hifi purchase, it seems difficult not to fall in love with. With the Cube, the audiophile passion shall surely be

transferred to the next generation. And those who already are carriers of the virus like me should be just as

enthusiastic as I have been.

(https://6moons.com)
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Yes it is a mini system but with all the attributes and qualities one is entitled to expect from the high end. It is not yet

free of all nits and I would have liked to play HD tracks via USB. The iPhone app probably needs some finetuning

(soundgil confirm this is ongoing) but the foundation is laid and for an entry into the micro-system landscape, a great

success. The amplifiers, drive units and mechanical assembly are beyond reproach.
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When the base is this solid, the rest is just polishing up and the intrinsic musical qualities of the soundgil Cube should

make many people very happy. To lend a little more weight to this, I decided to acquire the Cube as permanent

equipment for my home and to award it my "Great Thrill of 2018" distinction.

(https://amphion.fi/enjoy/products-home-audio/)

Jean-Marc Villafranca

soundgil's website (https://www.soundgil.com)
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